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NO MERE TRUFFLE
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DAN STOCK REVIEWS LORD LYGON
I KNOW it’s the ultimate in First World
problems and, yes, that is the world’s
tiniest violin you hear playing, but
winter can be a trying time to be a food
critic. During these cold months, chefs
seem to lose their collective minds over
Tuber melanosporum. It turns up in beer,
bubbles and burger form, over seafood
and steak, with neither pulled pork
nor paella – or ice-cream, for that
matter – safe from being shaved over
by an overzealous cook.
Pointless Truffle Overload syndrome
is real. I reckon there are just two ideal
ways to savour the heady, earthy and
heavenly scent of black truffle – shaved

over silken scrambled eggs or a bowl
of buttery tagliatelle – that is, until
I popped into Lord Lygon.
This low-key wine bar and shop in
the schmick new Zagame’s House hotel
comes with some serious pedigree, with
Vue de Monde alumni looking after
the food (chef Chris Bonello) and wine.
Marcus Radny has pulled together
an interesting selection of worldly
drops that tend to be both natural and
delicious – not always cosy bedfellows –
available at pretty keen takeaway prices.
For those sticking around, the
serious cheese and charcuterie cabinet
is the most obvious place to get your sip
and snack on, but there are also eclectic
bites – terrific beef Burgundy puffs,
fluffy pork bao and sticky duck san
choy bau – and plates such as braised
lamb with spätzle for bigger hungers.
But it’s the $16 toastie of the day that
proves the game-changer, redeeming
100 misuses of truffle. This buttery
Vegemite, camembert and Manjimup
truffle number was bang-on as is – all
salty, creamy, heady crunch – but with
a glass of spicy, earthy Central Otago
pinot alongside? Mind blown.
With Carlton Wine Room down
the other end, Lygon Street is now
bookended by truly great grape juice.
Thankfully, not even for jaded critics
is Too Many Good Wine Bars
syndrome a thing.
66 Lygon St, Carlton, zagameshouse.com.au

ALL WHITE ON THE NIGHT

B I R T H D AY T O A S T

SPRITZ APPEAL

Shake up your cocktail skills at
The Emerson’s monthly masterclass.
This Thursday, learn to make white
cocktails using white spirits to
celebrate the White Night festival.
$75 including food pairings.

Mitchelton Wines in Nagambie marks
50 years since the ﬁrst vine plantings
next weekend with masterclasses by
winemaker Andrew Santarossa,
followed by lunch or dinner in the
landmark Ashton Tower. $150-$170.

The Vapiano Italian restaurants oﬀer
a pink gin spritz for $5 with any main
course on Wednesdays, with drink sales
going to the Share the Dignity charity to
help women aﬀected by homelessness,
poverty and domestic violence.
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